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CHAPTER 5

Strategic Turn in Planning and the Role 
of Institutional Innovation

Kaisa Granqvist and Raine Mäntysalo

IntroductIon

In this chapter, we discuss strategic spatial planning in relation to the con-
cept of innovation. Strategic spatial planning was associated with innova-
tion already in the late 1990s when Healey, Khakee, Motte, and Needham 
(1997) detected new emerging practices of spatial planning around north-
west Europe, flagging the revival of the strategic approach to planning. 
Indeed, after the interest in strategic spatial planning first revived in 
Europe (Healey et al., 1997; Salet & Faludi, 1999) and around the world 
(e.g. Bryson & Slotterback, 2017; Searle & Bunker, 2010; Steele & 
Ruming, 2012; Watson, 2002), it has gradually developed into a main-
stream policy practice in many countries at urban and regional levels (e.g. 
Albrechts, Balducci, & Hillier, 2017; Hersperger, Grădinaru, Oliveira, 
Pagliarin, & Palka, 2019). Furthermore, the practices of strategic plan-
ning have become popular not only in spatial planning but in other sectors 
and parts of public governance as well (e.g. Bryson & Roering, 1987). 
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The wide application has been justified by referring to a rapidly changing 
context, where urban structures have expanded beyond administrative 
boundaries and have become connected to the global economy and where 
new challenges, such as climate change, have entered the public agenda 
(Albrechts & Balducci, 2013: 16).

While the strategic turn in spatial planning has become evident, its 
defining features and mission have been a subject of debate (e.g. Ziafati 
Bafasarat, 2015). Indeed, ‘strategic spatial planning’ is not a definite con-
cept, but an incoherent set of theories, concepts and procedures (Albrechts, 
2004: 748). When Healey et al. (1997) associated strategic spatial plan-
ning with innovation they intentionally aimed to promote a style of plan-
ning that is more inclusive, deliberative, integrative and transformative, 
reflecting the ideas of communicative planning. Healey (2007, 2009) 
defined such a style of strategic spatial planning as an active consensus- 
seeking and collaborative social process, which does not aim at a blueprint- 
type plan but at a decision-making frame that influences indirectly the way 
people see and define an issue and a challenge. By connecting existing 
resources and imaginative visions about the future, the strategic frame 
invites actors in distinct arenas of fragmented governance to change their 
thoughts models and mobilises them in joint transformative action.

Similarly, Albrechts (2006) defined strategic spatial planning as a novel 
style of planning and distinct from traditional statutory land-use planning. 
Its novelty lied in its orientation towards action (instead of plans), imagi-
native visioning of future in a long term (instead of incremental projects), 
selective focus on core issues in informal spatial development strategies 
(instead of comprehensive and regulatory plans) and planning process 
(instead of blueprint plans) (Albrechts, 2006). While the traditional statu-
tory planning process was orientated towards producing legally binding 
plans and regulations within bounded administrative territories, the strate-
gic spatial planning process emphasised inclusive, co-productive and net-
worked governance. Such governance called for breaching administrative 
as well as sectoral boundaries in relationally defined ‘soft’ spaces (Albrechts 
et al., 2017; Albrechts & Balducci, 2013; Healey, 2006) and exploring 
alternative future trajectories (Balducci, 2011). As such, it promised to 
break away from practices of statutory planning, perceived as slow, bureau-
cratic and unreflective to the ‘real’ geographies of challenges and oppor-
tunities (cf. Allmendinger & Haughton, 2009: 619). In this vein, strategic 
spatial planning appeared as a powerful tool in generating innovativeness 
in urban and (city-)regional spaces. It aimed at engaging governmental 
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actors in collective imagination and transformative action, as well as involv-
ing communities in strategic work for generating innovations at grassroots 
(cf. Oosterlynck, Van den Broeck, Albrechts, Moulaert, & Verhetsel, 2011).

Nevertheless, these normative theories of strategic spatial planning, 
which promised innovation and transformative action, were found to drift 
far away from the daily practices and institutional constraints of planners 
(Friedmann, 2004; Newman, 2008). Furthermore, they were regarded as 
reflecting poorly the actual real-life strategic plans, the contents of which 
often promoted hegemonic projects instead of transformative change, or 
the implementation of which followed the format of traditional statutory 
planning instead of breaking away from it (Albrechts, 2006; Olesen, 2014; 
Olesen & Richardson, 2012). Indeed, many authors (e.g. Albrechts, 
Barbanente, & Monno, 2019; Mäntysalo, Kangasoja, & Kanninen, 2015; 
Olesen & Richardson, 2012; Persson, 2019; Searle, 2017; Steele & 
Ruming, 2012) found that strategic spatial planning had not replaced tra-
ditional comprehensive and regulatory planning, which continued to co- 
exist with the new practices of strategic spatial planning and influence its 
rationale and implementation due to institutional path dependencies.

For realising the full transformative potential of strategic spatial plan-
ning in practice, Albrechts et al. (2019: 2) suggested that the basic prin-
ciples of the traditional systems of planning should be radically changed 
(or even abandoned). Contrary to Albrechts et al., Mäntysalo et al. (2015) 
suggested closing the theory-practice gap by altering the theory of strate-
gic planning itself. They proposed that the theory of strategic spatial plan-
ning should be more attentive to the institutional path dependencies of 
traditional regulatory planning and its continuing co-existence with stra-
tegic planning. Indeed, Mäntysalo et al. (2015: 180) argued for a better 
integration of strategic and statutory planning. They (Mäntysalo, 
Tuomisaari, Granqvist, & Kanninen, 2019) emphasised the role of inno-
vative policy practices in developing novel ways of using resourcefully also 
the traditional statutory planning tools as part of the strategic spatial plan-
ning toolkit. In this vein, strategic spatial planning would reach beyond 
the making and implementation of an informal strategic plan and high-
light the strategic use of both statutory and strategic planning instruments, 
instead (cf. Faludi, 2000).

In this chapter, we elaborate this idea of strategic spatial planning as 
strategic use of traditional statutory and strategic non-statutory tools. 
Such an idea shifts attention to the ‘institutional innovativeness’ of strate-
gic spatial planning. This association very much reflects the original view 
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of Healey et al. (1997), according to which strategic planning becomes an 
innovation in itself and not a mere vehicle for innovation or innovative 
action (cf. Ziafati Bafasarat, 2015: 136, 140).

In examining the institutional innovativeness of strategic spatial plan-
ning, we first explore theories of institutional change and innovation, 
which form the theoretical frame for this chapter. By so doing, we seek to 
show that institutional change often occurs in an evolutionary manner 
through innovative policy practices. We then exemplify innovative policies 
of integrating strategic and statutory planning by reviewing two cases 
from Finland: the city of Lahti and the city-region of Kotka-Hamina. 
These cases, the first exploring strategic spatial planning at the local scale 
and the second at the city-regional scale, illustrate that the institutional 
and political context has an influence on how the integration can be 
achieved.

EvolutIonary vIEw on InstItutIonal changE 
and InnovatIon

In planning theory, much attention has recently been paid to institutions 
(e.g. Gualini, 2001; Salet, 2018; Verma, 2007) and institutional change 
(e.g. Alexander, 2005; Buitelaar, Lagendijk, & Jacobs, 2007; Moroni, 
2010; Sorensen, 2015), in explaining processes of spatial planning. 
According to Buitelaar et al. (2007: 891), institutional change not only 
affects planning processes but is also an object of planning as such. 
Consequently, the theory discourse includes two contrasting views on 
institutional change: institutional design (e.g. Alexander, 2005) and insti-
tutional evolution (Moroni, 2010). While institutional design emphasises 
the instrumental and normative side of change, institutional evolution 
draws attention to unintentional, subtle and gradual processes of change, 
which may add up to fundamental and transformative change over time, 
nonetheless (Mahoney & Thelen, 2010: 2).

The evolutionary view claims that the sources of institutional change 
are not simply exogenous shocks or environmental shifts but ambiguities 
inherent in institutional rules themselves (Mahoney & Thelen, 2010). 
These ambiguities enable change by providing actors with opportunities 
for creative and novel interpretation of the rules and subversion of the 
existing order of power and authority (Sheingate, 2010). Indeed, many 
rules are vague, or do not specify all possible situations, so they must be 
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interpreted and enforced (Sorensen, 2015). According to Mahoney and 
Thelen (2010: 14), institutional change occurs precisely in the ‘gaps’ or 
‘soft spots’ between the vague rule and its interpretation in practices, 
which the power-distributional properties of institutions motivate. The 
institutions do not therefore appear as static but dynamic structures and, 
correspondingly, the actors do not appear as passive rule-followers but as 
active agents of change, who can reflect and review rules when choosing 
the course of action.

Jessop (2001) has illustratively described such a co-constitutive rela-
tionship between institutional structures and human agency with his 
strategic- relational approach that builds on Giddens’ structuration theory. 
According to Jessop (2001: 1223–1226), structures should be regarded as 
strategic in their form, content and operation, because they privilege some 
actors, strategies and operations over others. Actors, whether individual or 
collective, should contrarily be regarded as constrained by these struc-
tures, while being strategically calculative by their ability to reflect on the 
strategic selectivity of structures and the ability to orient their actions 
based on such reflection. Agents, therefore, have a definitive role in insti-
tutional change.

Accordingly, we scrutinise institutions of formal and informal public 
norms, which structure interaction between individual or collective sub-
jects, who, in turn, validate the norms in their practices (cf. Salet, 2018). 
In our view, institutional change may occur in the validation process, when 
actors strategically interpret the rules. If the change presents a novel or 
unprecedented departure from the past, it marks institutional innovation 
(cf. Hargrave & Van de Ven, 2006). With their theory on gradual institu-
tional change, Mahoney and Thelen (2010) identify different modes of 
institutional change that such a dynamic validation process of institutions 
permits. They discern four different modes of change (drift, displacement, 
conversion and layering), depending on the characteristics of the institu-
tion and the political context in question (Fig. 5.1). With these character-
istics, they refer, on the one hand, to the varying veto opportunities of the 
defenders of the existing institutional rules in the political context, and, on 
the other hand, to the varying levels of flexibility afforded by the institu-
tion for discretion in applying its rules.

A common starting point for institutional change is drift, where the 
changing circumstances change the impact of existing rules, which for-
mally remain the same. It is a likely mode of change when actors wishing 
to change policies to better correspond with the changing circumstances 
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confront strong veto powers in the political context. A Finnish example of 
drift is the failure to change the regulatory and zoning-oriented statutory 
planning system into strategic and flexible, although the general flexibility 
inherent in the planning law would allow such a development. While the 
supervising state authorities promote a certain, fixed reading of the law, 
many local governments have decided to draft zoning-oriented plans for 
parts of their territories, which they update in a piecemeal manner.

The counterpart to drift is displacement, which refers to formal replace-
ment or reform of existing rules. The replacement of old rules with new 
ones might be understood as the ‘normal’ form of change. Displacement 
is a likely form of change when veto opportunities are weak and the level 
of discretion in implementation is low. With regard to the previous exam-
ple, a change through displacement would mean replacing the regulatory 

Fig. 5.1 Modes of institutional change (authors’ adaptation from Mahoney & 
Thelen, 2010: 19)
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and zoning-oriented statutory planning system with a system based on 
strategic visioning and coordination of action through mutual under-
standing and joint learning.

Although displacement might be regarded as the ‘normal’ form of 
change, in reality change often occurs through layering. In conditions 
where the level of discretion in implementation is low but the defenders of 
status quo have strong veto opportunities, new rules are simply added on 
top or alongside the pre-existing ones. In contrast to displacement, layer-
ing does not introduce entirely new rules but rather includes amendments, 
revisions or additions to existing rules. While these alterations may be 
small changes in themselves, they may bring substantial changes to the 
original rules if they alter the logic of the institution or compromise the 
reproduction of its original “core” (Mahoney & Thelen, 2010: 17). 
Nevertheless, it might also happen that the original core persists change 
and the partly competing rules endure for even a long period of time (cf. 
Reay & Hinings, 2009). In the next section, we will examine the case of 
strategic spatial planning in the city-region of Kotka-Hamina, where insti-
tutional innovation took the mode of layering, when new strategic ele-
ments were added onto the pre-existing instruments of statutory and 
regulatory planning.

Another subtle form of institutional change that affects the meaning of 
the pre-existing institution is conversion. Conversion occurs when rules 
remain formally the same but they are interpreted in new ways, that is 
converged. Unlike drift, in which the actors neglect the rules in the face of 
a changed setting, in conversion, actors who actively exploit the inherent 
ambiguities of the rules produce a gap between the rule and its enactment. 
Conversion is likely, when the rules offer a high level of discretion and 
defenders of the existing rules have weak veto opportunities. Through 
strategic reinterpretation of the rules, the actors seeking for a change con-
vert the institutions into functions, purposes and effects that are more 
favourable. Our case of strategic spatial planning in the city of Lahti pro-
vides an example of conversion. Lahti has strategically exploited the rules 
of statutory master planning in pursuing its long-term strategic objectives.
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stratEgIc spatIal plannIng as usE of stratEgIc 
and statutory tools: EmErgIng InstItutIonal 

InnovatIons In fInland

While the changing context has motivated a broad adoption of strategic 
spatial planning, it has rarely substituted the formal regulatory systems of 
statutory planning. This is also the case in Finland, where there has been a 
tendency of strategic spatial planning becoming dissociated from the stat-
utory planning system, with its varying sets of informal planning tools and 
forums, at local and city-regional levels (Mäntysalo et al., 2015).

The Finnish statutory planning system rests on the Nordic tradition of 
comprehensive planning and the constitutional principle of municipal self- 
governance (Nadin & Stead, 2008). It is defined in the Land Use and 
Building Act (1999), which sets three tiers of land use plans in a hierarchi-
cally binding order: regional plan, local master plan and local detailed plan 
(local governments may also draft a joint local master plan). The Act 
defines these three tiers of binding plans in their content, form and pro-
cess, making the statutory issues central to plan making. The rather gen-
eral nature of the content, form and process requirements leaves, however, 
room for adapting the plans to local conditions and needs, in terms of the 
level of detail, thematic focus and binding nature (cf. Granqvist, Humer, 
& Mäntysalo, in press). Indeed, the Land Use and Building Act itself 
involves a high level of discretion in rule implementation, to use the words 
of Mahoney and Thelen (2010), and even assumes that strategic and oper-
ational ends are delivered in a single plan (Mäntysalo et al., 2015: 171). 
Despite the strategic flexibility embedded in the Land Use and Building 
Act and its original intention to cultivate strategic plans on local and 
regional scales, its conventional “rigid” reading and planning culture have 
led to a tradition of overly burdensome, comprehensive, zoning-oriented 
plans, which rely on extensive surveys and impact assessments. This fol-
lows not only from the strict policies of interpreting the Act in the 
Administrative Courts and the supervising National Government’s 
Regional Authorities (the Centres for Economic Development, Transport, 
and Environment), but also the local governments avoiding interpretive 
flexibility. According to Mäntysalo et al. (2015: 172), the local govern-
ments may choose to work on unnecessarily detailed zoning in their mas-
ter plans because they want the plans to serve as a firm and legally 
unambiguous backbone in resolving land-use issues and disputes in imple-
mentation. Moreover, they may opt to work on unnecessarily content wise 
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abstract master plans, weak in their steering, to accommodate to unex-
pected land use needs in the long term (Mäntysalo et  al., 2019). As a 
result, municipal master planning is not perceived to function properly as 
an instrument of strategic spatial planning in Finland (Mäntysalo et al., 
2019: 557): it is seen as either too detailed or too generic. Thus, the local 
governments have resorted to conducting strategic planning, for example 
with non-binding urban centre development programs and visions, or 
with municipal strategies devoid of spatial elements.

In addition to the local scale, strategic spatial planning has become 
increasingly popular in Finnish city-regions. The city-regions commonly 
pursue it with the instrument of informal structural scheme, which is a 
cross-sectoral and inter-municipal non-statutory document that expresses 
the spatial articulations of city-regional strategic development goals. The 
political and institutional context of city-regional strategic spatial planning 
is, however, different from the local level. The city-regional level is not a 
statutory scale of planning but a scale, in which planning bases on coop-
eration of local governments of the city-region. Although the local gov-
ernments cooperate voluntarily at the city-regional level, they are strong 
proponents of the current system, which equips them with planning pow-
ers reflecting their constitutional self-governance. They have economic 
and political incentives to sustain their local planning autonomy, for exam-
ple, for guaranteeing the existing levels of municipal tax revenues and ser-
vice provision (Hytönen et  al., 2016). As a result, spatial planning of 
city-regions has layered onto the statutory planning system as ‘soft’ coop-
erative, voluntary and integrative strategic planning. Nevertheless, recently 
some Finnish local governments and city-regions have successfully used 
the statutory master planning instrument in its present form, with all its 
arguably non-strategic elements, to pursue strategic city-regional plan-
ning. These emerging innovative practices represent institutional innova-
tion, in the context where institutional rules of statutory spatial planning 
have formally remained stable.

In the following sub-section, we will explore the strategic spatial plan-
ning policy adopted by the City of Lahti, where the local government has 
converged the rules of statutory planning for purposes of strategic spatial 
planning. This mode of innovation was enabled by the contextual combi-
nation of (a) high level of discretion in implementation of the Land Use 
and Building Act and (b) voluntary withdrawal of using veto opportuni-
ties. The willingness to veto was reduced by the City’s active cooperation 
with the supervising regional state authority that would normally have 
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promoted a more traditional ‘rigid’ reading of the law. Such cooperation 
led to their withdrawal from using their veto opportunities, and turned 
the common situation of drift into conversion.

Subsequently, we introduce the case of Kotka-Hamina city-region, 
which has developed an approach for the strategic use of the statutory 
master planning rules by layering another set of rules of ‘soft’ city-regional 
planning onto them. These added rules changed the approach in the city- 
regional level to the general institutional rules of local master planning. 
The innovation took a form of layering in response to the contextual con-
ditions where (a) the local governments had strong veto opportunities to 
maintain their planning authority, and (b) the discretion in implementa-
tion was low, due to the rigid policy of the regional state authority regard-
ing the use of the statutory master plan instrument in the municipalities’ 
joint strategic master planning. We have reported the results of the case 
studies of Lahti and Kotka-Hamina fully elsewhere, each separately 
(Granqvist et al., in press; Mäntysalo et al., 2019). This chapter adds a 
comparative examination of the cases from the perspective of institutional 
innovation.

Conversion of Rules: The Policy of Strategic Incrementalism 
in Lahti

Lahti is a middle-sized municipality with 120,000 inhabitants that locates 
in southern Finland, 100 km north of the capital city, Helsinki. In Lahti, 
strategic spatial planning is not decoupled from the statutory land use 
planning system. The key innovation, through which the local govern-
ment of Lahti has achieved the capacity of using strategically the tools of 
statutory master planning, is the incorporation of these tools, for example 
zoning, legally binding status and regulations on planning process and 
participation, in the broader context of strategy work of the local govern-
ment. It has realised this with a policy of updating the long-term statutory 
master plan in just four-year cycles, in correlation with the cycles of the 
city’s strategy work.

While such a practice had brewed in the city-organisation for decades, 
its official initiation dates to 2009, when the local government decided to 
update the master plan in each four-year city council term and base it on 
the municipal strategy, in which each city council defines the overall devel-
opment objectives of the city for its term. With such an integration, the 
master plan became the spatial expression of the municipal strategy and a 
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strategic tool of the city council for advancing its strategic vision. 
Consequently, Lahti shifted the focus from making ‘strategic plans’ to an 
activity of framing and updating the statutory master plans as part of the 
‘strategy work’ of the local government.

Instead of the usual Finnish practice of completely overhauling the 
statutory master plan every ten to fifteen years, with its burdensome sur-
vey and assessment processes, Lahti updates its master plan incrementally 
every four-year council term. The first year of each council term is dedi-
cated to surveys and data collection, to which Lahti has also adopted an 
incremental approach. It involves a broad utilisation of a georeferenced 
digital database and an agreement with the overseeing regional state 
authority that neither the survey base nor the entire plan should aim for 
comprehensiveness but rather focus on the most relevant issues at hand. 
The second council year is designated for drafting of alternative master 
plan sketches, which prime the plan proposal that is drafted on the third 
year. This plan proposal bases on the data but also reflects the strategic 
objectives of the city council, presented in the municipal strategy. On the 
fourth and last year of the council term, the council approves the plan and 
drafts two reports, which inform the succeeding council on the implemen-
tation of the plan and present monitoring data on goal achievement from 
the last term. The implementation is thus handed on to the following 
council, including the programming of land use and housing policy mea-
sures, as well as investments for public service networks. The election of a 
new council then starts the four-year cycle again, and drafts a new munici-
pal strategy while continuing the implementation of the approved master 
plan. While the municipal strategy is influenced by political goals, it is also 
informed by the reporting of the progress with implementation from the 
previous terms, which builds long-term commitment to strategic objec-
tives. Thereby the cyclic planning policy encourages the city council to 
focus on long-term strategic choices in political decision-making, while, at 
the same time, supports fixing land reservations in short term only, thus 
offering flexibility for adjusting to changed conditions.

As a result, a new statutory master plan is produced every four years. 
The strategic policy integrates these traditional zoning-type plans with the 
continuous municipal strategy work and enables focusing selectively on 
different strategically important themes in each consecutive round of 
updating the master plan, as well as connecting the long-term holistic 
vision with actions on the short term. Indeed, what appears as crucial in 
combining the long-term objectives to short-term actions is that the 
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master plan has developed into a deliberative platform. It provides the 
local government with a platform for strategic deliberation within the city 
government, as well as with citizens and other stakeholders who are 
engaged in the process through the statutory participation processes. 
Achieving such participatory deliberation has required establishing new 
discussion forums within the city-organisation (e.g. monthly cross-sectoral 
planning meetings), developing new participation channels (e.g. 
e- feedback and map questionnaires) and methods for participatory events 
(e.g. scenario storytelling).

However, at the inter-sectoral and city-regional level Lahti has faced 
problems in gaining strategic capacity. These problems are familiar to 
many other Finnish cities, too (cf. Hytönen, 2019; Kaupunkiseutujen 
yhteistyön tilan arviointi, 2015). While Lahti has taken steps in inter- 
sectoral collaboration, for example by integrating transport system plan-
ning with spatial planning, strategic spatial planning has been weak at the 
city-regional level. While the Lahti city-region has a long history of strate-
gic collaboration in terms of non-statutory and informal structural schemes 
(cf. Mäntysalo, Kangasoja, & Kanninen, 2014), this collaboration did not 
succeed to override the local governments’ sub-optimising goals. To meet 
this challenge, the city-region of Kotka-Hamina, to which we turn next, 
has pursued city-regional planning collaboration by coordinating local 
statutory plans strategically at the city-regional level.

Layering of Rules: A Joint City-Regional Strategic Plan 
from Coordinated Local Statutory Plans in Kotka-Hamina

The city-region of Kotka-Hamina is located in southeast Finland, forming 
the southern part of the administrative Kymenlaakso region. The small 
city-region consists of five municipalities, Kotka, Hamina, Pyhtää, 
Miehikkälä and Virolahti, with a total population of 85,000. These five 
municipalities have jointly coordinated their local master planning in order 
to form one city-region-wide master plan, ‘the Kotka-Hamina strategic 
master plan’.

Kotka-Hamina instigated city-regional spatial planning over ten years 
ago by drafting an informal structural scheme. However, the local govern-
ments soon recognised that they disregarded its joint development prin-
ciples and continued to rely on their local statutory planning authority. In 
order to overcome the lack of commitment, the local governments decided 
to utilise the binding local master plan as an instrument of city-regional 
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strategic planning. The central innovation in the process was ‘adding’ the 
new strategic elements, namely flexibility, responsiveness, selectivity, coop-
eration and broad long-term action-orientated visioning, in the otherwise 
traditional master planning process and, by so doing, alter the meaning of 
statutory master planning.

Kotka-Hamina achieved this by framing statutory local master planning 
as an enabling instrument for supporting economic competitiveness in the 
city-region and implementing objectives of the city-regional economic 
development strategy. Indeed, this new focus changed the territorial and 
temporal scope of local master planning. While, conventionally, the local 
governments had only drafted incremental and detailed zoning plans for 
parts of their territories, they now engaged in long-term visioning at the 
city-regional scale. Furthermore, it aimed to guide future development 
through recognising joint strengths rather than providing detailed legal 
guidance, typical to conventional zoning-type local master plans. These 
strengths were translated spatially in terms of ample and versatile business 
areas with distinctive profiles, enabling the generation of new agglomera-
tions and synergies of industries. For expressing the city-regional strategic 
vision, the final plan map also used non-binding land-use guidelines. 
These guidelines aimed to support the short-term implementation of the 
vision as they provided tangible tools for marketing the city-region for 
prospective businesses.

While the framing of local statutory master planning as an instrument 
for enabling city-regional competitiveness created a layer of city-regional 
strategic planning onto statutory planning, the interplay between the two 
layers remained uneasy. For example, because the plan was drafted as 
legally binding, it was bound by the comprehensive content and survey 
requirements of statutory local master plans. With its visionary selectivity 
and broad-scale spatial representation, it, however, failed to comply with 
many of these, according to the statements to the plan by the overseeing 
state regional authority and the regional council. Because the statements 
deemed the selective focus on city-regional competitiveness as unsuitable 
for a legally binding comprehensive master plan, its status was reduced to 
a thematically delimited master plan, so-called stage master plan. Even 
despite this, the overseeing authorities saw the competitiveness focus as 
insufficient and asked for adding the other land-uses in the plan, which 
were initially overlooked in the name of strategic selectivity. Furthermore, 
they found the visual expressions of the visionary plan map to equip the 
plan with an insufficient level of detail, for the plan to replace any 
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previously approved zoning-based partial master plans of the municipali-
ties. Therefore, the plan became approached as an additional ‘fourth level’ 
in the statutory hierarchy, between the local zoning-based master plans 
and the regional plan. Moreover, the authorities asked to remove visual 
‘non-binding’ expressions from the statutory map, which led to losing 
much of the strategic core content of the plan, embedded in these guide-
lines. To conclude, although the innovative practice of Kotka-Hamina 
managed to insert a layer of ‘soft’ city-regional planning onto statutory 
planning, the addition did not completely overhaul the original deep- 
seated core meaning of statutory local master planning.

conclusIons

In this chapter, we have examined innovativeness in the context of strate-
gic spatial planning. We argue that strategic spatial planning should be 
regarded not only as a tool for innovation but as an innovation in itself. 
The early writings (e.g. Albrechts, 2006; Healey et al., 1997) focused on 
describing the innovativeness of strategic spatial planning by contrasting it 
to traditional regulatory and statutory planning, but by so doing, they also 
served to distance the theory from actual planning practices. We argue 
that in order to develop practice-informed theories of strategic planning, 
innovativeness in strategic planning is needed the most in overcoming the 
theory-practice gap. This implies strategic planning in which both strategic 
and statutory planning tools are used. Therefore, the focus should be 
shifted to institutional innovation that this integration entails, and to 
related innovative policy practices.

In order to shed light on the modes of institutional innovation that may 
enable overcoming the strategic/statutory divide, we have utilised the 
theories on gradual institutional change. These theories emphasise the 
role of policy practices in the maintenance and change of institutions (e.g. 
Jessop, 2001). They do not portray actors as passive rule followers but as 
active agents who validate and change rules. We have found especially 
Mahoney and Thelen’s (2010) categorisation of different modes of grad-
ual change (drift, displacement, conversion, layering) useful in studying 
the forms of institutional innovation in strategic spatial planning practices 
in different institutional and political contexts.

In this chapter, we have exemplified gradual institutional change 
through the cases of Lahti and Kotka-Hamina, which have instigated 
innovative policy practices integrating statutory and strategic planning. 
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The cases show that innovative practices take different forms in different 
institutional and political contexts: Lahti has innovatively converged the 
rules and Kotka-Hamina layered the rules. With the cases, we want to 
draw attention to how institutional innovation may take different modes 
in promoting strategic spatial planning, while accommodating to the for-
mal statutory rules of land use planning. In such innovativeness, the 
agency of local actors plays a key role.
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